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HYBRID GRIDNET
Packet and Circuit Switching in a Single Network

R. T. Moore

This report describes a concept for overlay-

ing a GRIDNET with additional channels and switch-
ing facilities that are used to establish point-
to-point circuits on a demand basis. Switched
connections are established following the exchange
of appropriate frames between the stations that
are involved. These exchanges use the regular
GRIDNET packet switching facilities to provide
essential supervisory and control functions in-
cluding collision avoidance by means of circuit
reservation in advance of connection. Switched
circuits are automatically disconnected whenever
no traffic is observed on them for a designated
interval of time.

Alternate routing of a switched circuit is
provided by the alternate routing algorithms that
guide GRIDNET packets. These algorithms do not
distinguish between candidate links that are una-
vailable because they are busy or because they are
inoperable. In either case, an alternate route to
the destination is selected as long as one exists.

Key words: Alternate routing; circuit switching;
communications networks; distributed control;
integrated switching; packet switching;
survivability.

INTRODUCTION

The GRIDNET concept is intended to provide a highly
survivable communications capability between many thousands
of stations occupying positions on many hundreds of inter-
connected loops. It is a candidate for use in terrestrial
applications where the data communications channels are pro-
vided by physical media, preferably optical fibers, and
where capability to provide continuing communications with
surviving nodes is vital despite disablement or destruction
of any portions of the network that do not cause it to be-
come fragmented. High survivability is obtained by provid-
ing many alternate routes that may be used for the
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transmission of a message from its source to its destina-

tion, and by the use of distributed processing in such a way
that route selection and communications control do not
depend upon any single node or link. Each loop within a
GRIDNET is connected to up to four adjacent loops by sta-
tions which we have called gateway stations. Routing deci-
sions are made by these gateway stations on the basis of
limited knowledge of the operability status of other loops
in the local neighborhood, rather than global knowledge of
the operability status of the entire network. As a conse-
quence, the fraction of the available bandwidth that is used
to disseminate information about operability status is fixed
and not dependent upon network size. Each of the gateway
stations on a loop is also capable of performing the master
station communications control functions required by the
link level protocol. In the event that the gateway perform-
ing this activity should fail, one of the other gateways on
the loop immediately takes over the master functions. These
GRIDNET features insure that a message will be routed from
its source to its destination as long as any operable path
exists between these points. The penalty that is exacted
for this capability is that a message may not take the shor-
test route to its destination that could be selected by us-
ing global network operability information.

The distributed control and alternate routing capabili-
ties of GRIDNET are essential attributes of a survivable
data communications network, however; its packet switched
mode of operation does not readily support certain classes
of service. Simulation results suggest that GRIDNET message
packets might experience end to end delays ranging from a
few tenths of a second, up to a second or more, depending on
network size and loading. Services such as digital voice or
video cannpt easily accommodate large variations in inter-
packet arrival times. They are most conveniently handled by
end to end circuits, either switched or dedicated, where the
transmission delays are either fixed or are varying at a
predictable rate.

A GRIDNET could be structured so as to provide a cir-
cuit switching capability by overlaying the network with ad-
ditional channels that share the same cables and station fa-
cilities used by GRIDNET. Switching facilities and the
necessary regenerative repeaters are also installed in the
stations. The switches are actuated following the exchange
of GRIDNET messages between the stations that are involved.
These cause sequences of these added channels to be linked
together to form a connected circuit between designated end
points. Once established, a circuit remains connected for
as long as it is required as evidenced by the continued flow
of traffic. The number of these switched circuits that can
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be concurrently active is a complex function of the density

of overlaid channels, network size, traffic loading, mean

switched circuit length expressed in terms of the number of

loops traversed, and the geographical distribution of the

sources and destinations that are served by the switched

service

.

In the remainder of this paper, the basic GRIDNET con-

figuration is reviewed and its operation is described.
Then, the structure of the additional channels and switching
arrangements that are required to provide a Hybrid GRIDNET
that is capable of providing integrated switching service
(27) are described together with the changes to the operat-
ing protocols that arc needed to support the supplemental
circuit switching capabilities. An example, together with
an annotated Flow Chart, is provided to illustrate the
operation of the system.

REVIEW OF GRIDNET

In 1979, a novel data communication concept called
CROSSFIRE was proposed (1) for an application requiring a
high degree of security and integrity. In this system, a
primary station controls communications with a number of as-
sociated secondary stations using a bit-oriented, link lev-
el, protocol. Communication takes place over two loops,
each carrying the same data. One loop transfers the data in
a clockwise direction and the other carries the same data in
a counterclockwise direction. Communication is between any
of the several secondary stations and the single primary
station that supervises and controls the flow of traffic on
the loop. The secondary stations receive identical data
that arrives at slightly different times on each of the two
loops, and they regenerate the binary signals before for-
warding each bit stream to the next adjacent station in the
proper direction. This function is performed on all data
received by a secondary station, even data addressed to it,
without regard to its source. The primary station accepts,
but does not regenerate and retransmit, data received on
each loop from the secondary stations. Each time a primary
station receives a correct copy of a message that it has
previously transmitted on one of the loops it serves to
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confirm that the loops and all of the enroute repeaters are

functioning correctly. As a result of the redundant
transmission paths, the delivery of a packet to its destina-
tion on the loops cannot be prevented by cutting both loops
or disabling a node at any single geographic location. The
occurrence of such a cut or break can be immediately detect-
ed by the primary station since it will cease to receive one
or both of the delayed copies of its outgoing transmission.
Then, by polling each secondary station on the loop, and
determining whether their response is on the clockwise or
the counterclockwise loop, the location of the break can be
localized to a region between two secondary stations. This
region may consist of a single link, or it may include a
node and the links that are immediately adjacent to that
node.

In addition, by conducting continuous polling during
the intervals between the transmission of normal traffic,
the loops are never idle for a significant period of time.
This aids in the almost immediate detection of any attempt
to cut or jam a loop. Further protection against the injec-
tion of spurious or unauthorized data is provided by compar-
ing the contents of the data streams that are received over
the clockwise and counterclockwise loops on a bit by bit
basis. This is in addition to the use of the normal cycli-
cal redundancy frame check sequence. Collectively, these
procedures make it virtually certain that any fault, outage,
or adversary's action will be quickly detected.

These CROSSFIRE advantages can be extended to large
networks by interconnecting a number of CROSSFIRE type sys-
tems together using gateway stations at their intersections.
Multiple interconnections of the loops and adaptive routing
using distributed processing provide the potential for es-
tablishing alternate routes between distant pairs of sta-
tions despite simultaneous interruptions to the continuity
of multiple loops. This conceptual approach has been termed
GRIDNET (2).
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Network Configuration

In GRIDNET, loops are interconnected in the regular
hexagonal array pattern shown in Fig. 1, where stations have
not been shown and where loops are shown as smooth, uniform
shapes. Gateway stations are located at each point where
two loops touch.

I I

II l
I

Figure 1. Loops Connected to Form GRIDNET

If this structure is flattened slightly, and the loops
are collapsed and depicted as straight lines, the configura-

of Fig. 2 results and this graphic representation pro-vides the basis for an orderly addressing scheme.

N
Figure 2. Graphic Representation of GRIDNET
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Each GRIDNET address has three parts designated S, L,

and N. The S address component represents the "station
number" on a loop. The gateway station in the first qua-
drant on a loop is assigned the value of one for its S ad-
dress component. The other stations are assigned increas-
ingly higher S component addresses in accordance with their
location on the loop as measured in a clockwise direction
looking at their graphical representation on the array. The
four lowest station numbers are reserved for assignment to
the (up to four) gateway stations. The secondary stations
are then numbered starting with the value 5. For a 12 sta-
tion loop, with two secondaries between each pair of gate-
ways, the station number sequence in the clockwise direction
is 1, 5, 6, 2, 7, 8, 3, 9, 10, 4, 11, 12. The S component
of the address will range from one to some maximum value as
defined for the system. Typically, this maximum value will
be less than 30. The L component of the address represents
a "level" counting from the bottom upward on a topological
graph of the system. In Fig. 2, the L values for the loops
appear along the Y axis of the array. The final address
component, N, represents a "loop number". These are shown
along the X axis of the figure.

The L and N address components are not assigned values
beginning with the origin of the coordinate system, and this
provides room for future expansion of the network in any
direction. In a similar fashion, all L,N values need not be
occupied provided that lack of occupancy does not fragment
the network. The origin of both L and N are such that the
loops that appear as vertical interconnectors in Fig. 2 have
even values for both L and N, while the horizontal intercon-
nector loops have odd values for these address components.
All of the address components must have integer values
greater than zero. These address components are used in
aeveloping routing information for messages that flow
through the network. The L and N portions of the address of
a message are used to determine to which enroute loop it

should be forwarded in order to reduce the distance to its
destination L,N. When a message reaches its destination
L , N , then the S address component designates the station on
that loop to which delivery is made.

Each loop that is "interior" to the network and fully
connected has four gateway stations. Peripheral loops that
are only partially connected have fewer gateway stations,
normally two. A gateway is logically two stations, one on
each loop. Each of the two logical stations has a different
address but they can communicate directly with each other by
exchanging ownership of buffers containing information that
is to be transferred between the two loops. All link con-
trol, flow control and routing functions are performed by
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the gateways. They also perforin certain of the network
management functions. Each gateway keeps track of the
operational status of all of the stations on its home loop
and adjacent loops and of the ability of each of the second
adjacent loops to communicate with their foreign loops in
order to accomplish traffic routing.

The graphic representation of GRIDNET shown in Fig. 2

provides a basis for identifying three types of loops based
on the orientation of their connections to adjacent loops.
The Type I, II, and III loops are shown in Fig. 3 with their
respective gate numbers. The connecting adjacent loops are
given as relative L and N values. The connecting loop gate-
way station number is also shown. These gateway station
numbers are used in the routing procedure.

L + 1.N-1 L + 1.N + 1

Figure 3. Loop Types and Gateway Station Numbers
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Link Level Protocol

The link level protocol proposed for use in GRIDNET is

a bit oriented protocol that employs a frame structure that
is similar to the one defined in ANSI X3. 66-1979, American
National Standard for Advanced Data Communication Control
Procedures (ADCCP) . There is the same arrangement of
fields, Flag (F) , Address (A), Control (C) , Information (I),
Frame Check Sequence (FCS) , and Flag (F) , but the coding and
interpretation of the control field has been modified to
permit the use of unnumbered commands and responses. Only
the S component of a GRIDNET station address is used in the
A field of a frame while the full address (L, N, and S) of
the source and destination is carried in a designation loca-
tion within the I field along with a list of gateways defin-
ing a proposed route between these points. The latter forms
a portion of what is termed an append list.

As in X3.66, a primary station issues commands to the
secondary stations on a loop, and the secondary stations
respond to these commands. The primary station is thus
responsible for controlling all activity on the loop and for
the integrity of these activities. Unlike X3.66, however,
the role of primary station is rotated among the gateway
stations on the loop. This role is transferred from one
gateway to another whenever, a) a preset time interval has
expired, or b) lack of polling or other activity on the
loop indicates that the incumbent primary station has
failed, or c) upon granting the request of another gateway
station to become primary in order to expedite the delivery
of traffic that it may be holding. When a new gateway as-
sumes the status of primary station, it polls all other
gateways to get information about their operability status,
and their ability to communicate with their immediately ad-
jacent and their second adjacent loops. This information is
used to update status tables that are used in the calcula-
tion or modification of message routing information.

In X3.66, frames containing information fields are
sequentially numbered with a modulus equal to eight for the
basic control field format. This permits a station to have
up to seven outstanding, unacknowledged frames at any given
time, but it also requires that each station maintain cer-
tain state variables. Every secondary station maintains a
send variable on the I frames that it transmits to and a re-
ceive variable on the I frames that it correctly receives
from the primary station. Each primary station maintains a
corresponding pair of variables for every secondary station
with which it communicates. The maintenance and continual
resetting of these state variables with each transfer of the
role of primary status between the gateway stations of
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GRIDNET is an undesirable load of overhead traffic. It can

be avoided by operating in a "select/hold" mode where the

primary station is responsible for insuring that ack-
nowledgements are exchanged with the secondary station on a

frame by frame basis. This mode of operation is particular-
ly appropriate to the dual loop, link level configuration of

GRIDNET since the response to a frame is at least partly
predicated upon the comparison of FCS and frame contents as

received on both the clockwise and counterclockwise loops.
With acknowledgement (either positive or negative) on a

frame by frame basis, there can never be more than a single
outstanding, unacknowledged frame. Therefore, there is no
need for frame numbers and the maintenance of state vari-
ables to accommodate them. If a primary station is unable
to obtain an acknowledgement for a frame, that is an immedi-
ate indication of trouble. The frame is redirected along an
alternate route if one is available. If there is no avail-
able alternate route, the message is returned to its origin
to indicate that it could not be delivered. The primary
station also generates and dispatches a message to the net-
work maintenance organization requesting service.

In GRIDNET, the Poll/Final (P/F) bit defined in X3.66
is used for flow control. The primary station always sets
the P/F bit to one when it expects a response from the
secondary and sets it to zero when it does not want a
response from the secondary. An example of the latter con-
dition occurs when the primary station acknowledges a final
information frame received from the secondary station. The
secondary station always sets the P/F bit to one when it has
no requirement to transmit another frame, and sets it to
zero as a request to the primary for permission to transmit
another frame.

Commands and Responses

The commands and responses that are implemented in

GRIDNET are identified below. Where their definition, use
or interpretaion differs from that given in X3.66, a defini-
tion is given below.

1. Exchange Identification (XID )

.

The XID command/response has the bit pattern
1111 (P/F) 101.
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The XID command is used to cause the addressed sta-
tion to report its identification and status. The
status report is contained in the information field
of the XID response frame.

If the responding station is not a gateway the in-
formation field consists of a single octet. The
first four bits of this octet are zeros (reserved
for future codings) . The fifth bit is a one if the
frame was received only on the clockwise loop, and
the sixth bit is a one if it was only received on
the counterclockwise loop. The seventh bit is a one
if the station has traffic waiting to be transmit-
ted, otherwise it is a zero. The eighth bit is a
one if the station is unable to accept a frame con-
taining an information field (e.g., full buffers),
otherwise it is a zero.

If the responding station is a gateway, the informa-
tion field contains four octets. The first three
bits of the first octet are zeros (reserved for fu-
ture codings, one of which is used in the Hybrid
GRIDNET) . The fourth bit is a one if the adjacent
foreign loop associated with that gateway is inoper-
able. The fifth through eighth bits convey the same
meaning as for non-gateway secondaries. The second
third and fourth octets are coded representations of
the status of the stations on the adjacent and
second adjacent loops that are potentially accessi-
ble through the responding gateway. The P/F bit is
always set to one in the XID command. In the
response frame, the P/F bit is zero only when bit
seven of the first octet is one indicating that
traffic is waiting.

2. Unnumbered Poll (UP)

.

The UP command has the bit pattern 11001100.

The UP command is used by the primary to solicit
response frames from a secondary. It is set with
the P/F bit set to one. If the secondary station
has no traffic it will respond with a UA. If it has
traffic for that primary, it will respond with a UI
and include an information field in the response
frame. The P/F bit in this frame will be set to

zero if the station has more traffic, otherwise, it

will be set to one.

If it is a gateway, and is holding traffic that it
wishes to route to another gateway that is not

-10



currently the primary, it will respond with a PI

with the P/F bit set to one.

3. Primary/Information (PI).

PI is a nonreserved (in ANSI X3.66) response having
a bit pattern 11011000. It is used by a gateway that
is also currently a secondary and is holding traffic
that is to be routed to another gateway that is not
the current primary. Its use signifies a desire to
be assigned the role of primary at the earliest op-
portunity so that the traffic can be forwarded
directly to the target gateway without having to be
relayed through the station that is the current pri-
mary.

4. Primary Status (PS).

PS is a nonreserved command/response with the bit
pattern 11011001.

The PS command directs the addressed gateway secon-
dary to assume the role of primary. The PS response
is the acceptance of the role of primary.

5. Unnumbered Information (UI )

.

The UI command/response has the bit pattern
11001000.

The UI command directs the addressed secondary to
accept a frame containing an information field. (It
is normally preceded by a RR command/response) . The
information field of the frame contains header sub-
fields that must be examined by the station in order
to make appropriate disposition of the traffic. The
response to a UI command is UA or RNR for positive
acknowledgement, or REJ for negative acknowledge-
ment. The UI response is used as a response to the
UP command when the addressed secondary has traffic
for the primary. Under these circumstances the pri-
mary will accept frames using UA, or require their
repetition using REJ. It will control the flow of
frames with the P/F bit.

6. Unnumbered Acknowledgement (UA)

.

The UA response has the bit pattern 1100 (P/F) 110

.

The UA is a response used for positive acknowledge-
ment of a frame.
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7. Reject
( REJ )

.

The REJ command/response has the bit patern
1001 (P/F) 000.

The REJ command/response is a negative acknowledge-
ment and request that a frame be retransmitted.

8. Frame Reject (FRMR )

The FRMR response has the bit pattern 1110 (P/F) 001.

The FRMR response is used to report an error condi-
tion that is not recoverable by retransmission of
the identical frame, such as receipt of a control
field that is invalid, or receipt of a UI frame that
had an information field exceeding the maximum
length.

9. Receive Not Ready ( RNR )

RNR has the bit pattern 1010 (P/F) 000

RNR is used as a response by a station to indicte a
"busy" condition; i.e., the temporary inability to
accept additional frames containing information
fields. It is a positive acknowledgement of the im-
mediately preceding frame received by the station.

10.

Receive Ready (RR)

.

RR has the bit pattern 1000 (P/F) 000

.

The RR command is used by the primary station to re-

?
uest a secondary station to reserve a buffer for a
rame containing an information field. The RR

response is used by a station to indicate that it is
ready to receive a frame with an information field.
It indicates that a buffer is available for that in-
formation field and is one way to report the end of
a station "busy" or buffers full condition.

Timer Operations

Five timers are required by a GRIDNET gateway station.
Of these five, only one, for the end-to-end acknowledgement
response to a delivered message, is also required by the
other stations on the network. Two of the five timers are
only used when the gateway is also functioning as the pri-
mary station. The five timers are identified below.
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1. T1 A watchdog timer that is reset by the occurance
of a data stream on either the clockwise or counter-
clockwise loop. When Tl expires, T2 is started in

each gateway on the loop.

2. T2 A timer to avoid simultaneous attempts by more
than one gateway to assume the role of primary fol-
lowing an outage of the currently acting primary
station. The value of T2 is different at each of
the gateways on a loop.

3. T3 A timer to initiate the routine transferral of
primary status from gateway to gateway around the
loop. T3 is started when a gateway assumes the role
of primary. When T3 times out, primary status is
passed to the next gateway around the loop clock-
wise. Note that primary status may also be
transferred in response to a request prior to the
expiration of T3 at the current primary.

4. T4 A timer defining the maximum permissible time for
an acknowledgement to a frame to be delayed on a
loop. Expiration of this timer is indication that
an outage has occurred involving the addressed
secondary station.

5. T5 A timer defining the maximum permissible end-to-
end response time for a message acknowledgment. Ex-
piration of this timer indicates that the message
may have been lost and that the addressee is no
longer accessible over the network.

Gateway Functions as a Primary Station

The functional activities of a gateway station acting
as a primary are described in the functional flow diagram
shown in Fig. 4. The order of activities associated with
status polling, normal polling, message routing and
transfer, and primary passing are shown.
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Figure 4. Gateway Functions as a Primary Station
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Message Transfer

All message transfers on a loop are controlled by the

acting primary station. The primary polls each active sta-

tion in its status list in sequence and delivers or receives
all messages to be transferred. Each message transferred to

a secondary station must be acknowledged before the next

message can be sent or before the poll cycle can continue.
Message transfer between loops is accomplished via a buffer
memory shared by the connected stations forming a gateway.
A station puts a message for its connected foreign station
into the buffer, and a signal is sent to inform the station
that a message is ready to be picked up. After the message
has been picked up from the buffer and the appropriate rout-
ing checks have been performed, the message is available for
out of sequence message transfer on the new loop.

Each gateway station does an operational status check
on the gateway station on the adjacent foreign loop to which
it is connected. This operational status check is done to
prevent messages from being routed to a gateway which is no
longer a through passage. The operational status check is

performed by the use of tally registers of the connected
foreign station. A gateway will reset its own tally regis-
ter to zero and increment the connected foreign station's
tally register each time the gateway performs a buffer ac-
cess or a tally register value test. Normally, the paired
tally registers are continually being reset to zero by one
gateway and incremented by the other. An unusually high
value in one tally register indicates that the corresponding
station is not operational. When this occurs, the other
station assumes responsibility for any messages left in
their common buffer, and performs the appropriate message
re-routing and transfer functions.

GRIDNET Path Predictor Routing Algorithm

The path predictor portion of message routing generates
a path to the message's destination using known available
gates. The available gates are determined from the normal
connectivity of the network and the gate outage information
carried in the message's append list. This information is
updated at each gateway. Each gateway maintains a status
table that contains a list of all inoperable gates on the
gateway's home loop, its adjacent loops and its second adja-
cent loops. In Fig. 5, each of the gateways on the loop
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labeled A has knowledge of the operability status of the
gateways on the loops labeled B and C. When a message first
enters a loop, it copies any new outage information from the
gateway's status table to its append list.

Figure 5. Loop A Has Status Information For B and C Loops

The routing portion of the append list contains a
sequential list of the exit gates for each loop the message
must enter to reach its destination. The loop L and N
numbers are not required in the path list because of the
unique GRIDNET addressing scheme. Fig. 5 illustrates this
for two possible paths. To follow path 1 in the figure from
loop C8 to loop C2 f the only information required is that
the sequence of exit gates be 2 (on loop C8)

,

1 (on loop B4)
and 2 (on loop Bl)

,

and 0 (to designate C2 as the destina-
tion) . In a like manner, the sequence of exit gates for
path 2 from C8 to C4 is: 2, 2, 2, 2, 0. The message will
follow the sequence of exit gates until an outage is encoun-
tered in either the current loop or the next loop in the

predicted sequence. When an outage is encountered, a new
path from the message's current location to its destination
is calculated.
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The top level routing logic for a message entering a

loop is shown in Fig. 6. After outage information is

copied, the next exit gate in the list is removed. If the
value of the exit gate removed is zero, the message has
reached its destination loop. If the value of the next exit
gate is not zero, the operability status of the exit gates
for the current loop and the next loop are checked. If ei-
ther gateway is inoperable, a new exit gate list must be
generated

.

In developing the status tables, it is assumed that if
loop B1 of Fig. 5 cannot communicate with its adjacent loop
Cl, then loop Cl cannot communicate with loop Bl. Status
tables are generated using a three byte status report that
is received by each gateway from its next adjacent loop.
One byte is for each of the three other gateways on a B lev-
el loop other than the gateway connected to loop A. Each
byte is split into two groups of four bits. The left four
bits contain information on the status of B level gates and
the right four bits indicate which gates are available on
the attached C level loop. The bit configuration for the
left four bits is shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Status of Next Adjacent Loop Gates

Bit

Pattern
Meaning

0000 No Op

0001 Gate 1 '

0010 Gate 2 Operational and Can Communicate

0011 Gate 3
With Adjacent Loop Station

0100 Gate 4 t

1001 Gate 1 1

1010 Gate 2 Operational, But Cannot Communicate
With Adjacent Loop Station

1011 Gate 3

1100 Gate 4'

The right four bits are set for each gate that is
available on the C level with the right most bit for station
1 and the left most bit for station 4.

An example of the format for these status bytes is
shown in Fig. 7. In this example, the three bytes shown are
for gateways 1, 2, and 4 of loop Bl of Fig. 5. Note that
loop Bl is connected to loop A through its gate 3 and as a
consequence, no byte in the status report is required for
gate 3. In this example, it is assumed that:

o Gateway 1 of loop Bl can communicate with loop Cl and
all Gateways are operational
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Figure 6. Logic for a message entering a Loop
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o Gateway 2 of loop B1 can communicate with loop C2 and

all Gateways are operational except Gateway 2

o Gateway 4 of loop B1 cannot communicate with
loop B4

B1 G/W 4 Cannot
I

-
Communicate With Loop

MSB LSB J
0 0 0 1

1

!

1 1 1 1 0 0 10
;

i i oi 110 0
;

0 0 0 0

l 1 ! J
1 J

T T —

T

l J 1 l J
This BYTE

for B1
G/W #1

T

All G/Ws
on Cl
Work

This BYTE
for B1
G/W *2

T

G/W #2
on C2

Inoperable

This BYTE
for B1

G/W #4

T
No Info

Available

on Loop B4

Figure 7. Status Information Format From Loop B1 to Loop A

Method of Path Prediction

The method for creating the list of exit gates works
backwards from the destination determining all possible
connections until the loop currently holding the message is
encountered. The routine creates a temporary table from
which the essential gate list is then extracted. To ex-
plain the procedure, consider the network of Fig. 8.

In the figure, the nodes at which a loop exists are
designated with an "X" and a dashed line is shown between
all connected nodes. In the network, all gates to and from
the loop at L=4, N=8 are inoperable. When a message going
from loop 8,4 to 3,9 arrives at loop 6,6, it must be
rerouted because the local status table indicates that gate
number 2 of loop 5,7 is out. Therefore, it is necessary to
predict a new path to the destination.

To generate the sequential list of exit gates, the
routing routine generates the information shown in Table 2.
The table consists of a variable number of four word
records. A separate record is generated for each loop as
required by the algorithm. The first and second words of
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Example 1
Result: Reached Dest.

Loops Entered 7

20
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>
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8
-* 8
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4

2

0

^ )( X ^ X X * X " “ X * X

X X X X X

-x-x X x X--X--x--x--x
, N , t /

X X X X

-X X X x X X X X - - X -

X X X X X

x x <

X x

X X-X X

X

X X

X
I

x - x-x x

>'
, !

X < x - - x -

X X ^

< x - x - x

X x
' x * '

i

< X X x -

< X ^

- X - X

< X

- X X-X - X

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Loop Number

Figure 8. Routing Example

each record contain the L and N address of the loop. Word
3 is the backward entrance gate (i.e. the exit gate to be
taken from the loop at level N to reach the loop at level
N-l) . Word 4 is the index to the record that caused the
record to be created.

The first record in the table is for loop 3,9 (the
destination loop). The next four records (records 2, 3, 4,
and 5) are for the four loops connected to the destination
loop's gateways. That is, record 2 is for the loop con-
nected to gateway 1 of the loop in record 1, record 3 is
for the loop connected to gateway 2 of the loop in record
1, etc.

After all possible adjacent loop records for record 1

(loop 3,9) have been added, records are added for the adja-
cent gates of record 2 (loop 3,11). This process is con-
tinued exhaustively until the loop performing the routing
is reached.
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Table 2 Temporary Table Generated by the Routing Algorithm

Exit Gate List

From Current Loop
to Destination:

3 , 3 . 2 . 1
, 2 , 0
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Records are not added under the following conditions:
1. The connecting gateway is not operational
2. A record for the adjacent loop already exists

The sequential gate list is then created by working back-
wards through the table. The backward entrance gates, word
3, become exit gates when going from the last record toward
the first. Word 3 of the last record is the exit gate for
the current loop. The next exit gate is contained in the
record that created the last record. Word 4 is a link field
pointing to that record. Word 3 of each linked record is
copied in sequence to the path list. Table 2 shows a por-
tion of the table used for the routing performed at loop 6,6
in Fig. 8. In the table, a fifth word has been added to
each record that shows the number of hops (loops) from the
destination. It can be shown that this method of routing
always gives a minimum number of hops between the current
message location and the destination provided there are no
intervening outages.

If a path does not exist between the current location
and the message's destination, the routine will run out of
records to be generated before a record for the loop with
the message is generated. In this case, the routing algo-
rithm will exchange the destination and origination ad-
dresses and the message will be returned to its origin as an
indication that it could not be delivered. If further
outages develop that prevent the message from being success-
fully returned to its origin, the message will be killed.
If positive confirmation of successful delivery is required,
it is provided by an end-to-end confirmation message.

DESCRIPTION OF HYBRID GRIDNET

In this section, the additional channels, repeaters,
switching facilities and supervisory functions required to
implement a Hybrid Gridnet are described. Unless otherwise
indicated, these additional facilities and capabilities are
overlaid on a GRIDNET and do not replace or substitute for

any of the basic GRIDNET features or capabilities that were
described in the preceding sections. Operation of a GRIDNET
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is not dependent upon the operability, or even the existence
of any of the circuit switching facilities of the hybrid
system. The converse is not true; connection of the cir-
cuit switched facilities is completely dependent upon the

GRIDNET, however, once a switched circuit has been esta-
blished, its continued operation is no longer dependent on
the packet switched portion of the network.

In the Hybrid GRIDNET, circuits are established between
two stations as the result of the transmission of special
connection request messages over the regular GRIDNET. These
messages propagate from source to destination using the nor-
mal GRIDNET routing algorithms and communications control
protocols. Circuits are established by these messages on a

link by link basis using an advance reservation system to
insure that two circuits that are propagating through the
network simultaneously do not collide with each other. As a
circuit is being established, a busy link may be encountered
on the preferred route. When this happens, the GRIDNET al-
ternate routing algorithms are invoked and the busy link is
treated just as though it were inoperable. Thus, as network
loading of switched circuits increases, the actual path
length between an arbitrarily chosen pair of stations may be
greater, but some path will be found so long as an operable
and not busy path exists.

Once a path has been found and a circuit established
between two stations, it should remain connected for as long
as it is needed and then it should be disconnected so that
its component links can be reused in forming other circuits.
Three options were considered for performing the disconnect
function.

The first option involved the transmission of a special
bit pattern over the circuit. Special circuitry at each
switch would be arranged to recognize that pattern and to
disconnect the switch connections. This approach has the
advantages of tolerating variable delays in the link to link
circuit connection process and of providing a very fast and
efficient disconnect process that could be set in motion by
a brief transmission from either end of the circuit. It
suffers from the disadvantage of requiring special circuitry
at each switch that can recognize the unique pattern, and
from the requirement that this pattern be protected during
normal data transmission. There is the further hazard that
an error occurrence might change a data stream into the pro-
tected pattern and cause an undesired disconnection. Final-
ly, link failures might prevent the dissemination of the
disconnect signal over the complete circuit and might leave
some links still connected.
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A second option involved the transmission of individual
messages to each gateway station directing them to discon-
nect the circuit. This option requires a minimum of special
purpose hardware at each switch, but otherwise it is costly
in terms of overhead, not only from the standpoint of many
messages, but also from the fact that a record would have to
be maintained of each link that was used at each switching
point in order to disconnect only the desired circuit. This
scheme could also leave some links connected in the event of
outages that fragmented the network.

The third option is the use of timers that will au-
tomatically cause switch disconnection if no signals are ob-
served on the circuit for specified time intervals. This
approach guarantees that circuits will be disconnected even
if the network is fragmented. It requires minimal special
purpose circuitry at each switch, nominally only signal
detectors and timers. It has the disadvantage of requiring
idle fill during circuit establishment and idle periods in
order to avoid disconnection. This can actually be turned
to an advantage by establishing different time periods be-
fore disconnect occurs depending upon whether signals cease
on one or both channels of the circuit. Once an originating
station has been instructed to connect to a circuit that is
being established, it transmits continuously on its outgoing
channel until the circuit is completed or the attempt to es-
tablish is abandoned. As each successive link is connected,
call progress signals are sent back to the originating sta-
tion. When signals are removed from one channel of the cir-
cuit, but persist on the other channel, this is interpreted
as a call in progress and a long delay is invoked before
disconnect occurs. When signals are removed from both chan-
nels the circuit is disconnected after only a short delay.
This allows a longer period of time out to disconnect to be
used during the circuit establishment phase and a shorter
disconnect time out to be invoked when traffic ceases in
both directions. This is the option that is selected for
use in the Hybrid GRIDNET
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Configuration of Hybrid Facilities

Additional facilities that are required to support a

Hybrid GRIDNET include supplementary channels together with
regenerative signal repeaters, busy condition detectors, ti-
mers and switching facilities. Their general arrangement is

described in the following sections.

Configuration of Circuit Switched Channels

Additional physical channels are overlaid on a loop
within a GRIDNET in modular groups. The basic group con-
sists of one transmit channel and one receive channel that
can connect each gateway station on the loop with those
secondary stations that are located between that gateway
station and the next clockwise gateway station. Each gate-
way station is also provided with one transmit and one re-
ceive channel to each of the other individual gateway sta-
tions on the loop. Thus, in a fully connected loop that is
interior to the network, each gateway station has four
transmit and four receive channels which make up four (two-
way) circuits. Three of these circuits, which will be
designated by the letter "T" (trunk) , connect with other
three gateways. The fourth, designated by the letter "S"
(secondary) , can be connected to one or more secondary sta-
tions that are serviced by that gateway. The arrangement of
these overlaid physical channels is shown in Fig. 9.

Here, stations numbered one through four are gateway
stations, and stations numbered five through 14 are secon-
dary stations. Stations five and six have access to a
transmit and a receive channel which form a circuit to gate-
way station one. The switching facilities at gateway sta-
tion one permits this circuit to be interconnected to other
circuits which may go to any other gateway station on the
loop, or which may be switched through the gateway to simi-
lar circuits on an adjacent loop (not shown in this Figure)

.

If a switched circuit was required between stations six and
nine, it could be routed via six, one, two, and nine, or it
could go via six, one, four, two and nine, or even six, one,
three, two and nine. Note, however that if a switched cir-
cuit was established between stations six and nine this
would prevent the establishment of a circuit to station
five, since both five and six share a single circuit in
"party line" fashion. Note also that this shared service is
not mandatory. More of these basic groups of this basic
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Figure 9. Arrangement of Switchable Channels

group of circuits can be overlaid on the loop to provide
whatever quality of service might be desired, up to the lim-
it of concurrent use of a switched circuit for every station
on the loop. Since the circuit switching is established by
GRIDNET packets, the connections between end points must be
completed on a link by link basis and only one circuit at a

time can be set up within a given loop, even though the loop
may concurrently support other circuits that were previously
established. In the balance of this report it will be as-
sumed that only a single basic group of circuits has been
overlaid on each GRIDNET loop.

Configuration at a Secondary Station

Fig. 9 does not show the dual loops and other com-
ponents that support the GRIDNET packet switching capabili-
ty. These have been omitted so that the routing of the
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switched circuits can be indicated more clearly. Even here,

significant details have not been shown. For example, the
circuit from gateway station one to gateway station two oc-
cupies the same physical cable as the circuit from gateway
station one to stations five and six. When both of these
circuits enter station five, the optical signals (fiber op-
tic media is assumed) may be converted to electronic signals
which are passed through a regenerative repeater where the
signalling pulses are amplified and reconstituted after a

one bit delay. Then the signals are reconverted to optical
form and launched on the appropriate outbound fiber optic
channel. The signals on the S circuit are always converted
to electrical form for possible connection with the station
before being reconstituted. The signals on the T circuit
may, or may not, be converted to electrical form for regen-
eration depending upon the path lengths and the requirements
for compensation for attenuation. The general arrangement
of a secondary station is shown in Fig. 10.

In this figure, the GRIDNET communications controller
is shown on the left together with the clockwise and coun-
terclockwise GRIDNET fiber optic loop channels. A switch
controller is connected to the communication controller and
to a pair of busy detectors, one for the transmit channel
and one for the receive channel of the S circuit. This con-
troller is capable of operating or releasing a solid state
switch that can connect the data terminal equipment of sta-
tion five to the S circuit that goes to gateway station one.

The busy detectors at each station monitor both the
send and receive channels of the S circuit and provide su-
pervisory information that is employed in both the estab-
lishment and termination of connections involving this cir-
cuit. These busy detectors provide busy signals to the
switch control during and for preset time intervals after
the time that signalling pulses are observed on the circuit.
This includes signalling in both directions. Whenever the
busy signal is active, it inhibits the initiation of a re-
quest by that secondary station to establish a connection on
the S circuit. If a circuit has already been established on
the S circuit, the busy signal causes the switch controller
to maintain the connection that has been established by the
switch. When the busy signal is removed, the switch connec-
tion is automatically disconnected, freeing the S circuit
for use by another secondary station.
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Figure 10. Secondary Station Configuration
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Configuration at a Gateway Station

The configuration at a gateway station is similar in
some respects to that previously described at a secondary
station. It differs mainly in that it serves as a switching
terminus for up to three type T circuits as well as for the
S circuit of a basic circuit group. Fig. 11 is a simplified
block diagram of the general arrangement.

Figure 11. Gateway Station Configuration

This figure is intended to represent the gateway intercon-
necting station one of loop A with station three of loop B
shown in Fig. 9. The two GRIDNET communication controllers
are shown at the top of the figure together with their
shared buffer memory and tally registers that are used in
the transfer of GRIDNET messages between loop A and loop Bl.Both of these stations have the capability to actuate a com-mon solid state crossbar switch through a switch controller.
Also, they each have access to a seperate switching arrange-
ment that permits them to make a bridging connection to any
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of their circuits. Busy condition detectors provide signals

to the crossbar switch controller that will keep connections
up during the intervals while the circuit is being esta-
blished, and once established, will disconnect any circuit
that has been idle for longer than a shorter predetermined
time interval. These detectors also provide signals to the
GRIDNET communications controller so that switching is not
attempted on busy circuits. Bridging connections are not
inhibited by busy signals. They are used to insert call
progress signals and for maintenance functions.

On the left, station one has available an S circuit to
the group of secondary staions that it services. It also
has T circuits to stations two, three and four, the other
gateways that are on loop A. On the right, station three
has its S circuit and T circuits to stations one, two and
four. Although these circuits are all shown as single rath-
er than double lines on the figure, it should be understood
that each one is made of two channels, a send channel and a
receive channel.

Each of the gateways has Data Terminal Equipment (DTE)
that can be connected to any of the circuits via the
crossbar switch and which is used when that gateway station
is a source or destination on a switched circuit.

Crossbar Switch

The details of the crossbar switch are shown in Fig.

12, which also shows the two bridging switches which permit
the gateway itself to send and receive on a circuit that is

connected by the crossbar switch. This contrasts with the
use of the DTE at either station which serves only as a
source or destination for a switched circuit and is not ca-
pable of being bridged across a circuit that passes through
the gateway station.

The four loop A circuits in the basic group are desig-
nated as SI and T2 through T4. The S circuit is always
given the same number as the number of the gateway station
that services it. The T circuits are always given the
number of the distant gateway station to which it is con-
nected. For example, T4 of the figure is the circuit that
connects gateway station one with gateway station four. At
gateway station four, that same circuit would be called T1
since there, it connects to gateway station one. If more
than one basic group of circuits are overlaid, subsequent
groups are identified by a second digit, e. g., T4, T41 and
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Figure 12. Crossbar and Bridging Switches

T42 wpuld identify three trunks in three basic groups of
circuits that connect from the station under consideration
to station four on that loop.

The crossbar switch permits any circuit in loop A to be
interconnected with any other circuit in either loop A or
loop Bl. It also permits the DTE in station one and station
three to be connected to any circuit in either loop, but it
does not permit the two DTE ' s to be connected together.
This is unnecessary since the stations are collocated.
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The crossbar switch is arranged to permit only a single
connection to be made in any row or column, and the switch
for a basic group of circuits will support a maximum of only
five simultaneous connections.

Establishment of a Switched Circuit

If station five wishes to establish a switched circuit
from itself to some other station, it firsts checks the busy
condition of the S circuit. If the circuit is not busy,
station five prepares a connect request message, and waits
to be polled by the acting GRIDNET primary station over the
normal GRIDNET. Assume, for illustrative purposes, that the
acting primary is gateway station three. When gateway sta-
tion three polls secondary station five, the latter
transmits its connection request message. This message car-
ries the identification cf the destination station with
which secondary station five wishes a physical connection.
Since secondary station five is not on the S circuit which
gateway station three controls, the messages must be relayed
to the proper gateway on the local GRIDNET loop, in this in-
stance gateway station one. When gateway station one has
received the connection request message from gateway station
three, it requests primary status using the normal GRIDNET

E
rotocol. As soon as it is granted this role, it tests the
usy condition of the S circuit (to station five) to confirm
that it is not busy, and then reserves that circuit for the
use of station five. This reservation inhibits any other
incoming request for the use of the S circuit from estab-
lishing a connection. This reservation lasts for a time in-
terval that will permit station five to attach to the S cir-
cuit and begin transmitting signals that will actuate the
busy detectors. After reserving the S circuit, station one
then transmits a GRIDNET message to secondary station five
instructing it to attach its Data Terminal Equipment (DTE)
to the S circuit.

Upon receipt of the instructions to attach to the S
circuit, secondary station five actuates its switch and,
while holding the switch operated, starts transmitting con-
tinuous flag signals on the S circuit. This transmission
actuates the busy detector which acts through the switch
controller to keep the switch actuated for the time-out
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period that is used for circuit establishment. (A much

shorter time-out period is used to initiate disconnection.)
The flag transmissions by the call originating station are
continued until the circuit to the desired destination has

been completed, or until the attempt to establish it has

been abandoned.

Secondary station five must not attach its DTE to the S

circuit, or begin transmission on it, prior to the receipt
of instructions to do so from gateway station one in order
to permit circuits to be completed only after a path has
been reserved for them. For example, suppose that while
secondary station five was transmitting its connection re-
quest message to gateway station three, gateway one had re-
ceived a message from its adjacent loop gateway requesting a
connection to secondary station six. If secondary station
five was already attached to circuit S, the circuit would
have been busy. It would not then have been possible to

complete the distant circuit and many previously established
links might have had to be disconnected. By delaying the
attachment of any secondary station until it is directed to
do so by the primary station, collisions and other such
problems can be avoided.

Gateway station one has been calculating the appropri-
ate routing for the connection request message concurrently
with the foregoing. When the routing calculations are com-
plete, the incoming circuit (in this example, the S circuit)
is tested to insure that the station initiating the connec-
tion request has attached to the circuit as requested. This
test also insures that the initial portion of the switched
circuit that is being connected is operable. If the test
fails, a GRIDNET message is dispatched to secondary station
five reporting the failure and indicating that the desired
circuit cannot be completed. If the test is successful, the
next action depends upon the destination address that sta-
tion five wishes to be connected with. If station one is
the destination, and its Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) is
available for connection, it actuates its cross bar switch
making the required connection to the S circuit. It then
transmits an XID frame with its complete address. This in-
dicates to station five that the circuit has been completed
and two way communication is started.

If the selected route requires the use of a T circuit
to another gateway on the same loop, that circuit is first
tested to make sure that it is not already busy. If it is
busy, an alternate route is calculated and this new circuit
is tested. When a candidate circuit is found that is not
busy, a message is directed to the next gateway on the
selected route requesting reservation of the proposed
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circuit. The recipient of this message tests for busy con-

dition on the designated incoming circuit, and if it is

still not busy, reserves it for the requested use and

transmits a GRIDNET message back to station one indicating
that the reservation has been granted and instructing it to
actuate its switch. Upon receipt of this message, station
one actuates its cross bar switch interconnecting the S cir-
cuit with the reserved T circuit. It then actuates the
bridging switch and transmits an XID frame containing its
full address as a call progress indicator. These transmis-
sions are sent back to station five, and reset the timers of
all busy detectors enroute. The continuing transmissions of
station five are sent forward by the actuation of the
crossbar switch.

If the selected route involves the use of a T circuit
on the adjacent loop, the responsibility for handling the
switching functions is transferred to the collocated gateway
on that loop by placing the connection request and calculat-
ed route in their common message exchange buffer and notify-
ing the other station. Since both gateway stations have ac-
cess to the crossbar switch and to their own set of busy
detectors, this transfer of switching responsibility can be
made without actuating any circuit switches and without run-
ning any risk of causing a collision between an incoming and
an outgoing attempt to build up a circuit. The gateway that
is responsible now tests the candidate circuit for availa-
bility and sends a message to the next gateway on the
selected route and proceeds to attempt to reserve the pre-
ferred circuit as described in the preceding paragraph. If

successful, it actuates the crossbar switch and transmits
the supervisory XID call progress frame as described above.

The circuit continues to be established on a link by
link basis. In each case where the connection is extended
from one loop to another, the gateway that is on the desti-
nation side of the selected route initiates the reservation
reguest for the next circuit. It also actuates the crossbar
switch when the reservation is granted. At each step, the
responsible gateway first tests the incoming circuit that
was previously reserved to make sure that a successful con-
nection has been made by the previous gateway. If that test
is successful, it selects an outgoing route that does not
test busy and dispatches a reservation request message to
the next gateway along the chosen route. If the reservation
is granted together with permission to connect, it does so
and transmits an XID call progress reporting frame back to
the originator via the circuit that is being established.
If the reservation is refused, an alternate route is at-
tempted, and the process is repeated. If no alternate route
is available, the connection attempt is aborted and the
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appropriate GRIDNET message is directed back to the origina-
tor. Disconnection of that portion of the circuit that had
been established is insured at the expiration of the busy
signal time-out period.

When the destination of a switched circuit is a station that
is located on an S circuit, the last gateway station is the
controller of that S circuit. As a result no reservation
request message is necessary, and the gateway can make the
connection on its own initiative. It then transmits a regu-
lar GRIDNET frame to the destination secondary station in-
structing it to connect to the designated S circuit. When
this connection has been made, the circuit establishment is
completed

.

There are four ways by which a gateway station can success-
fully act to extend a circuit that is being established,
depending upon the target circuit destination. It can, 1)
connect to its own DTE, 2) place the connection request in
the buffer shared with its adjacent foreign loop station, 3)

connect to an S circuit, or 4) connect to a T circuit. The
gateway station can perform the first two of these actions
while it is in secondary station status, but it will normal-
ly acquire primary status in order to connect to either an S
or a T circuit.

Additional Commands and Responses

In order to establish a switched circuit as described
above, the Hybrid GRIDNET requires two more commands and
responses in addition to the ten that were previously de-
fined for GRIDNET. They are defined as follows:

11. Reserve Connection (RC)

RC is a nonreserved command/response with the bit
pattern 1101 (P/F) 010 . It is used to reserve a par-
ticular circuit for use in fulfilling a connection
request. The RC frame includes a four byte infor-
mation field that identifies the station of origin
for the requested circuit and the particular cir-
cuit on the current loop for which the reservation
is requested.

The RC command/response is exchanged between gate-
way stations prior to actuating the crossbar switch
to extend the developing circuit. Its purpose is
to insure collision avoidance. The first byte in
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the information field is the S value of the address
of the station of origin for the connected circuit.
The second and third bytes are the L and N values
of that station's address. The fourth byte is in-
terpreted in accordance with the following binary
representation:

12345678

—
-2>| Overlay number (0 through 7)

5>| Secondary station gate number
Primary Station gate number

‘ —>| 0 = T circuit, 1 = S circuit

The RC may be used as a response to indicate that
the secondary station has reserved the desired cir-
cuit and that the primary station may make the
desired connection. The UC response is used if the
connection cannot be made.
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12. Unable to Comply (UC)

The UC response is a nonreserved response having
the bit pattern 1101 (P/F) 001. The frame includes a

one byte information field.

The UC response is issued when a secondary station
is unable to comply with a request issued by the
primary station. The reason is indicated by a one
in any bit position in the single byte information
field in accordance with the following coding:

12345678

—
>| Requested circuit is busy

—
3>j Requested circuit is out

-3>| Originator is not on circuit
L—

>\ Reserved
>| I have other priority traffic

-
>\ I am unable to act as primary station

-—>| Circuit cannot be completed - task aborted
-3>| Reason not specified

In addition to these two new commands and responses,
one of the original commands, XID, is used as a call pro-
gress signal. When a gateway has actuated a crossbar switch
to extend a circuit, it transmits an XID frame back on the
return channel of the switched circuit to the originator of
the connection request. This frame resets the timers on the
busy detectors as well as indicating the location to which
the connection has progressed. In this application, the P/F
bit is always set to zero since no response is expected or
desired. The first octet of the four in the information
field has the bit pattern 10000001. The second, third and
fourth are the S, L, and N values of the address of the
gateway actuating the switch to extend the connection.

Illustration of Connection Establishment

The connection establishment process described above is
illustrated in more detail in the following diagrams. These
reflect both processes and decision functions in flow chart
form as well as the related GRIDNET command and response
frames

.
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In these diagrams, the numbers on the left are refer-
ences to the action, event or message that is horizontally
aligned with them. For example, item 5 is a "Wait" function
for Station 5 of Loop A. These numbers are used in the nar-
rative explanation of the sequence of events. Ordinarily,
the sequence of events advances with increasing number
values

.

GRIDNET command and response frames are represented by
arrows. The tail of the arrow indicates the originator, and
the point the recipient of the frame. The type of command
or response is entered at the break in the arrow together
with the setting of the Poll/Final bit which is shown en-
closed in parentheses.

In these diagrams, no effort has been made to illus-
trate the full capabilities of the communications control
protocol. For example, all frames are assumed to have been
correctly received so there, is no example of frame re-
transmission for error control.

The connection establishment process illustrated in

these diagrams starts out with the origination of a connec-
tion request at Station 5 of Loop A of Fig. 13 and following
the path to Station 1 of Loop A, thence to Station 3 of Loop
B. From there on, a generic, iterative loop is represented
that will continue the circuit establishment process to any
designated destination.
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1. This line shows the identity of the stations that will
be involved in the events depicted on this page.

2. The S circuit serving station 5 is tested to make sure
that it is available before making a connection request.

3. In this example, station 3 is currently functioning as
primary station, polling the other stations on the loop and
handling their traffic.

4. The UI "connection request" frame contains the full ad-
dress of both the source and the desired destination in its
information field. Routing information will be added as
this message progresses through the network.

5. Station 5 waits its turn to be polled by station 3.

When the poll frame (6) is sent, the P/F bit is set to 1 in-
viting response.

7. Station 5 responds with its "connection request" frame.
P/F set to 1 indicates it has nothing else that it wishes to
transmit.

8. Station 3 acknowledges the "connection request" frame,
and after examining its information field, transmits it (9)
to station 1.

10. Station 1 acknowledges receipt of the frame using P/F
bit set to 0 indicating that it has more that it wishes to
send, and station 3 responds with a "poll" frame (11)

.

12. Station 1 requests primary status in order that it may
process the "connection request" it has just received.

13. Station 3 must decide whether to grant primary status
to station 1. If it has other waiting traffic to handle, it
will respond with a UC4 and station 1 must wait.

14. Either immediately upon request, or after processing
other work, station 3 offers primary status to station 1.

15. Station 1 must now decide whether it can accept primary
status. If it cannot (for some undetermined and undefined
reason) it responds with a UC3 frame.

16. If this happens, station 3 directs a UC2 frame back to
station 5, which is acknowledged (17)

.

18. Alternatively, station 1 acknowledges acceptance of
primary status. The P/F bit is set to zero indicating that
no further communication is expected from station 3.
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19. This is the connector between this page and the preced-
ing page.

20. Only two stations are involved in the activities on
this page.

21. After examining the "connection request", station 1

tests the S circuit to make sure that it is not already
busy. Another request may have come in and been serviced
while the station 5 request was enroute. If it is busy, a

UC8 frame is dispatched to station 5, who acknowledges it

(22) and station 1 proceeds to perform the other regular
functions of a primary station (23)

.

24. If the S circuit is not busy, station 1 directs a UI
frame to station 5 containing an information field that
directs station 5 to connect to the S circuit.

25. This is acknowledged, and station 5 connects its DTE to
the S circuit (26) and begins transmitting flags on the S

circuit. These should actuate the busy detectors and reset
their timers at all stations on the S circuit.

27. Station 1 tests the S circuit. It should be busy since
station 5 is transmitting flags. If it is not busy there is
some outage and a UC2 frame is directed back to station 5

(28) who responds with a UA frame (29) and disconnects from
the S circuit (30)

.

If the S circuit does (properly) test
busy, station 1 calculates the route that the connection re-
quest message should follow to its destination, and appends
this routing information to the message (32)

.

34. Station 1 then tests the candidate T circuit designated
by the route that has been calculated. If it is busy, it
determines whether there are other available alternative
candidate routes (33) . If there are none, it generates a UI
frame that will be sent back to the originator (station 5 in

this illustration) of the connection request (31) indicating
that the request has been aborted. If there are other al-
ternate routing possibilities, station 1 returns to step 32
and recalculates a new route.

35. If the candidate T circuit is not busy, proceed to con-
nector "b".
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37. Station 1 of Loop A examines the calculated route to

the destination for which a circuit has been requested to

determine whether or not the next switching gateway is on
the same loop as Station 1. If it is, an RC frame (38) is
sent over the T circuit to that candidate gateway.

39. If the candidate gateway finds that the circuit for
which reservation has been requested is busy, it replies
with a UC8 frame, or if the circuit is out, the reply is a

UC7 frame (41) . Either of these responses will cause the
generation of a "Connection Request Aborted" frame (connec-
tor "g") that is sent back to the originator - in this case.
Station 5 of Loop A.

43. If the desired T circuit is available, the candidate
gateway station reserves it to protect it from use by any
other requester and sends an RC frame back to Station 1 of
Loop A.

44. Upon reciept of this frame, Station 1 actuates the
crossbar switch and makes the connection. It then sends the
UI message (45) having an information field that contains
the connection request and routing information to the candi-
date gateway. This is acknowledged (46) and the candidate
gateway proceeds to connector "f", (47).

48. If the next gateway is not on the same loop as Station
1, then it must be that it is the adjacent foreign loop, so
the connection request and routing information is put into
their common shared buffer and the foreign loop station (in
this example Station 3 of Loop B) is notified. Connector
"i" also provides a route to this action.

49. The connector to the next page is "c"

.
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50. The identity of the performing station in this example,

Station 3 of Loop B. Other gateways can enter this loop via
connector "f", (51).

52. After examination of the connection request, the gate-
way tests the incoming circuit to make certain it is busy,
ana dispatches a "connection request aborted" frame if it is
not, (53 )

.

54. If the destination is the DTE at this gateway, and this
DTE is not busy, the connection is made and the circuit is
complete

.

55. If the destination is not the local DTE, and routing
directions indicate that the adjacent foreign loop is the
preferred candidate for the next switching function, the
process is directed to the preceding page via connector "i".
This route is only followed when entry to this loop has been
made via connector "f", (51).

56. If the gateway is currently the acting primary, it can
proceed immediately to the next page via connector "d",
(66). Otherwise it must wait (59) to be polled (60) and
then request primary status (61). The decision functions
involved in the requesting and acceptance of primary status
are shown at (62) and (64) , but the alternatives are not all
illustrated, and only the granting (63) and acceptance (65)
of primary status is indicated.

A gateway can complete a circuit to its own DTE or
transfer a connection request to the common buffers for ac-
tion on the part of its adjacent foreign loop gateway while
it is acting as a secondary station, but it must acquire
primary status in order to direct regular GRIDNET frames to
other stations in the most expeditious manner. As a secon-
dary it does not normally have knowledge of the identity of
the acting primary, while as a primary it has full knowledge
of the identity and status of all secondary stations.
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68. With primary status, the gateway examines the routing

information to see if the candidate is an S circuit leading

to one of the secondary stations that it serves on the loop.
If not, it proceeds to (77) via connector "e".

69. If the candidate circuit is an S circuit, the gateway
checks its availablity. That is, is it operable and is it
non-busy.

70. If the preferred circuit is not available, an attempt
is made to select an alternate. This can only be successful
in instances where there are more than a single layer of
basic supplementary channels overlaid on a GRIDNET. If no
circuit is available, the "connection request aborted" frame
is generated and transmitted back to the request originator.

72. If a circuit is available, the crossbar switch is ac-
tuated to make the connection, and a call progress signal is
injected on the return channel to the originator.

74. Then a UI frame is dispatched to the destination secon-
dary station instructing it to connect to the designated S

circuit. Note that it is not necessary for the gateway to
precede this with an RC frame since the utilization of S

circuits is under the control of a single gateway rather
than being shared by two gateway stations as in the case of
T circuits.

75. The UA frame acknowledges that the destination secon-
dary (73) has accepted the connection request message. If
the selected secondary is unable to comply with the connec-
tion request, the P/F bit in the UA frame is set to zero in-
dicating that it wishes to transmit more. Then in response
to a following poll for that additional transmission, the
secondary would respond with a UC1.

76. When the secondary makes its connection, the circuit is
complete

.
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78. When the gateway (in this illustration, Station 3 of
Loop B) has attained pimary status, it tests the busy condi-
tion of the candidate outgoing circuit (80). If it is busy,
it determines whether there is a possible alternate route
(84)

.

If there is not, the "connection request aborted"
frame is dispatched via connector "g". If there is an al-
ternate route, it is calculated and appended to the connec-
tion request frame (85)

.

81. Having selected a non-busy candidate outgoing circuit,
the reserve connection frame is sent to the candidate gate-
way, (79).

82. The candidate gateway tests the availability of the re-
quested circuit. Unavailable responses are shown at (82)
and (83) and acceptance of the reservation request at (86) .

Upon receipt of the latter, the crossbar switch is actuated
(and call progress signals sent back to the originator).

91. The connection request frame with routing information
is then sent to the candidate gateway and in turn ack-
nowledged, (92).

94. This new gateway now loops back via connector "f" to
(51) and the process continues until the circuit is complet-
ed or the attempt is aborted.

As previously noted, these flow charts are not intended
to exhaustively illustrate all possible error conditions and
their recovery. They merely show the typical procedures
that are followed in establishing a switched circuit between
two points using a Hybrid GRIDNET.
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Characterization of the performance of a Hybrid GRIDNET
is a complex subject that is beyond the scope of this paper.
Operating bit rate is a design parameter that depends upon
the choice of media and the associated electro-optical com-
ponents. Error performance is a function of signal to noise
ratio and signalling technique. Availability may be es-
timated from the mean time between failures and the mean
time to repair, which in turn, are dependent upon design
features, component selection and operating stress as well
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as other factors. Connection establishment time is depen-
dent upon the protocols and supervisory signalling used for
this purpose as well as upon signalling rate, propagation
delays, processing delays, and the possibility of sub-
optimal route selection. Network capacity is a function of
overlaid channel density and of the length and geographical
d istr ibuition of the circuits that coexist simultaneously.

Since the factors that affect connection establishment
time and network capacity in the Hybrid GRIDNET are both
highly complex and differ from those in other types of
telecommunications networks, they will be briefly discused.

Connection Establishment Time

As a circuit is extended from its source to its desti-
nation, it may pass through a number of loops enroute. In
those cases where the circuit does not originate or ter-
minate in a given loop, but passes through it, the gateway
station must exchange a minimum of either four or eight
GRIDNET frames to make the connection.

Four of these frames are exchanged in order to acquire
primary station status if the gateway does not already hold
that status. In a loop that is internal to a network and
full connected, there are four gateway stations. Thus, at
any given time, there is a 0.75 probability that the gateway
does not hold primary status. In the case of loops that are
on the periphery of the network, there may be three or even
only two gateway stations, so this probability is reduced to
0.66 or 0.50, respectively. In addition to the time re-
quired to exchange these four frames (lines 60 - 65 of the
Flow Chart) , the gateway may have to wait an indeterminate
amount of time before its address is reached in the polling
cycle. If the regular GRIDNET traffic is heavy, one or more
frames containing information fields may have to be handled,
and primary status may be even switched to another gateway
before a poll response opportunity comes to the gateway that
is handling the connection request.

When primary status has been acquired, a minimum of

four frames must be exchanged in order to reserve the
desired circuit (lines 81 and 86)

,

and to forward the con-
nection request message (lines 91 and 92) to the next gate-
way. If the desired circuit is not available, time is re-
quired to determine whether there is an alternate route
available and to calculate the alternate path to the desti-
nation before another attempt can be made to reserve this
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new circuit. This is an iterative process that might be re-

peated again under heavy load conditions.

Estimating the amount of time that might be required
for these action is not straightforward. In computer simu-
lation of GRIDNET it was found that the per-loop delay of

frames containing 8,000 bit information fields ranged from
about 20 to 200 milliseconds, depending upon offered loads,
in a network operating at one megabit/ second signalling
rate, as measured in inner loops carrying the highest densi-
ty of traffic. The knee of this delay curve was near the 50
ms. point, and this probably represented a reasonable max-
imum loading for the network. If the same value of delay,
50 ms. per loop, could be maintained for the connection es-
tablishment process, then a circuit spanning six loops and a
distance of about 300 km might be set up in less than half a
second. Such a circuit length might represent the longest
directly routed circuit in a reasonably symmetric network
containing a total of about thirty loops.

Network Capacity

The number of switched circuits that a Hybrid GRIDNET
can support concurrently is highly dependent upon a number
of factors. These include the number of loops in the net-
work, the density of the overlaid channels, and the length
and distribution of the circuits.

A full connected loop that is internal to a network is
provided four S circuits and six T circuits from a single
hybrid overlay. With optimum selection of sources and des-
tinations, that loop could support ten simultaneous circuit
connections. Without selection of sources and destinations,
a more likely maximum utilization is five or six simultane-
ous circuits in the case of loops that are located near the
center, and presumably most heavily loaded, portion of the
network. Loops that are located near the edges of the net-
work are expected to be more lightly loaded because they are
not on the direct route between as many sources and destina-
tions of switched circuits. In a 30 loop symmetrical net-
work, it is relatively easy to lay out 16 paths that go from
one edge of the network to the other without saturating any
of the six loops in the central core. These paths range
from four to seven loops each in length, and utilize from
three to five T circuits in the core loops and from one to
three circuits in the peripherally located loops. A more
uniform load distribution could be obtained through the use
of multiple hybrid basic overlays in those portions of the
network where there was higher demand for direct routing.
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Lacking this, load equalization will occur automatically to
some extent as a result of the establishment of longer, more
indirect, alternate routes when the preferred direct routes
are busy.

In a symmetrical network, it would be expected that the
maximum number of directly routed circuits that could be
simultaneously supported would vary directly with the size
of the network, and inversely with the path length when both
are expressed in terms of numbers of loops. As the offered
load increased beyond this point, it is expected that a few,
longer, more roundabout, circuits would be established but
that these would be accompanied by a higher probability of
connection attempt abortions as a result of blockage.

The foregoing comments can provide only a general im-
pression of the capacity of a Hybrid GRIDNET. More meaning-
ful data could best be developed through computer simulation
of a model of the proposed network that reflected the traff-
ic patterns that it is expected to support.

CONCLUSIONS

A Hybrid GRIDNET concept has been presented in which

additional data communications channels, switching facili-
ties, and supervisory and control features have been over-
laid on a GRIDNET. The result is a network that can provide
both packet switched and circuit switched services. The
packet switching service that is provided by the network
provides a highly survivable communications capability that
offers an opportunity for a high level of utilization of
network facilities. This type of service results in end-
to-end packet delay times that may vary with routing and

network loading, however, and services such as digital voice
and video cannot easily accomnodate variations in interpack-
et arrival times. They are most conveniently handled by
end-to-end circuits in which the transmission delays are ei-
ther fixed or varying at a predictable rate. A HYBRID GRID-
NET provides this additional class of service. The GRIDNET
advantages of distributed processing and of alternate rout-
ing based on near neighbor operability status information
have been retained.
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Using simple additions to the GRIDNET communications
control protocol, switched connections are established as

the result of the exchange of regular GRIDNET frames between

the stations involved in the switching processes. The al-

ternate routing algorithms are the same as those used in

GRIDNET, so a circuit from source to destination is esta-
blished if there is any operable path between these loca-
tions .

As a switched circuit is being established, candidate
links are reserved in advance in such a way as to avoid any
posibility of collision with another circuit that might be
in the process of establishment concurrently. Call progress
signals are issued to the calling station as the circuit is
extended past each enroute switching point in the network.
If the requested connection cannot be completed for any rea-
son, the calling station is notified through the use of a
regular GRIDNET packet.

The performance characteristics of a Hybrid GRIDNET are
highly complex functions of many variables. Estimates of
representative values for connection establishment time and
for network circuit capacity are best developed as a result
of computer simulation of a model that accurately reflects
the proposed network configuration and offered loads.
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